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Abstract  

 This paper examines the issues relating to expansion of small and medium enterprises through Intellectual 

Property Rights awareness responsiveness.  Intellectual property rights awareness creation will support 

broadening of small and medium sized businesses which will further lead to economic recovery and finally to 

National Economic Progression. World is passing through a very critical Economic situation,  COVID-19 

pandemic has almost brought the economies across the globe to a standstill. Countries are suffering to balance 

their economic priorities and fiscal spending. In this crucial time, innovative, genuine and patented business ideas 

will help on speedy recovery of the down graphing economy. This would make small  and medium business 

enterprises  become flexible, economical and  above all resilient.  Right awareness about Intellectual Property 

Rights can turn an innovative idea into a business opportunity, assist in generating higher value and enhance the 

choice of products. It is also important to use Intellectual Property Rights to preserve business idea in order to 

create value from individual business assets. Small and medium sized businesses often suffer from 

implementation of innovation, entrepreneurship and content creation. Majority of the businesses are failing to 

complement innovative ideas into futuristic business. Hence,  governments and policy makers need to spread 

awareness about Intellectual properties and make SMEs sustainable.  
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Introduction 

Intellectual property day is celebrated every year on 26th of April. The celebration started in the year 2000 

and each year it has separate tag line. The theme for this year is intellectual property and small business – taking 

big ideas to small business.  In the year 1970 intellectual property organization was set up on this day. This 

organization was started with a motto of raising awareness on copy rights, trade marks, patents, and such other 

intellectual tools which support individual with protection about his innovations and inventions.  

The role of Intellectual Property Rights in Business  

Every business starts with an idea. Millions of small and medium businesses operate across the globe 

every day. Each new and innovative business idea is translated into a product and introduced to the market. 

Consumers support  such enterprises with purchases such purchases helps the  then market grow , leading to 

augmentation in  productivity , which in turn contributes to the development of the National economy. 
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Intellectual Property Rights and supplements  

The innovative business ideas make Intellectual Property Rights play a vital role in ensuring support to the 

economy. It is important to note that they need to be nurtured and enriched with ingenuity, knowhow and the 

stylishness of an idea becomes an Intellectual Property Right asset that can drive the development of businesses 

lead to economic recovery and human progression.  

1. Benefits to national economy 

2. Benefits of originality 

3. Benefits of opportunity creation 

4. Benefits of individual business assets 

 

Benefits to national economy- Now, there is a need for economic recovery . Awareness can make  small business  

enterprise  to get stronger, become more competitive and emerge as a resilient production circuit. SMEs are the 

back bone of nation’s economies that make up for a large percentage of job creation,  it is time SMEs can be 

encouraged through the exercise of Intellectual Property Rights. 

Benefits of originality - SMEs with ingenuity to create a product or a service that are on demand can use 

Intellectual Property Rights to safe guard and create value from their business assets. This will also protect 

originality and uniqueness of market research. 

Benefits of opportunity creation- Intellectual Property Rights can turn an idea into a business opportunity, 

generate value and enrich the choice of products available to consumers. 

Benefits of individual business assets- It is important to use Intellectual Property Rights to preserve business 

idea and  in order to create value from individual business assets it is supportive . 

Activities under World Intellectual Property Rights awareness celebrations  

India has plenty of talent and millions of youth who long for right opportunity to prove their talent. This vast 

human resource can be utilized for expanding business bases.  

World Intellectual Property  organization- WIPO 

World Intellectual Property Rights organization highlights the central role that WIPO and national 

regional Intellectual Property Rights offices around the World play in creating favourable conditions for SMEs ,  
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WIPO  is consistently encouraging innovation and creativity , powering economic recovery and job opportunity 

creation.  WIPO offers honor  to all resourcefulness , inventiveness  and creativity that lies behind every  business 

idea.   

Intellectual Property Rights awareness includes knowing about 

1. Business Copy rights  

2. Business Designs 

3. Geographical indications 

4. Business Patents 

5. Plant breeder /animal breeder food rights 

6. Business Trade marks  

7. Business Trade Logos  

8. Business Hall marks 

9. Business Tag lines 

Intellectual Property Rights -Meeting challenges:  There are several challenges in creating responsiveness 

among young and talented youth  about securing their acumen and talent.  There is a necessity to create awareness 

about Intellectual Property Rights through activities as listed below 

1. Organizing Events /Workshops /Webinars which help to create awareness about  Intellectual Property 

Rights. 

2. Organizing Exhibitions to make people understand Intellectual Property Rights. 

3. Organizing Public Performances/ street plays / small films, documentaries for creation of awareness 

4. Organizing Public Debates on constructive and negative impact of ignorance about Intellectual Property 

Rights. 

5. Organizing Online Articles on social media covering young generation because youth need to know the 

significance of taking up research and constructive preservation of research results. 

6. Organizing Social Media Awareness Ads will support in creating attentiveness about legal side of 

Intellectual Property Rights. 

7. Organizing Case Studies and case study evaluation studies will also facilitate people to understand the 

Intellectual Property Rights. 

8. Organizing Tool Kit Promotion activity and such other activities  will create sensitivity about Intellectual 

Property Rights. 

Examples of Inventive ideas in SME 

1. A medium business house thought of giving one item free for purchase of a product to school students 

and this idea soon became so popular that all companies started schemes under buy one get one free 

scheme. 

2.  A small business house started to produce pickles with brand collaboration and soon the business house 

became a brand name in pickles manufacturing. 

3. India is a country of festivals, One small manufacturing company thought of patenting this idea into 

business progression and started to attract consumers in the name of  festive bonanza through sending 

Rakhi bands during Rakhi festival  along with laddu sweets and greetings . Soon this became very popular 

and all Indian festivals became more and more celebrative with offers. 

Like this there are plenty of examples which SMEs have implemented through proper patenting.  
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  But there is a necessity to make these innovative ideas turn to Intellectual assets and support the national 

economy with more advantages lies in the hands of all stake holders. Creation of proper awareness in Legalising 

intellectual ideas is the need of the hour. Encouraging creativity, stimulating inventiveness and supporting new 

ideas take shape  towards supporting national economy needs to be complimented by all stake holders. Stake 

holder need to understand that  each invention , each new idea and each business initiative  will add to 

improvisation of business and there by escalate business outcomes. 

Intellectual Property Rights - intellectual property rights  also has several challenges. But there is also a need 

for  

1. Encouraging respect for intellectual property rights creators from all stake holders. 

2. Encouraging intellectual property rights creativity at all levels of education. 

3. Instituting Intellectual property rights awards and honours to provide stimulation to beginners and young 

achievers.  

4. Creating intellectual property rights awareness on benefits for different customers 

5. Increasing intellectual property rights networking events to make SMEs across India interlink to support each 

other. 

6. Considering Intellectual Property Rights awareness creation strategies between businesses and regional 

circuits play a key role. Hence , there is a necessity to also consider Domain freedom day , Software freedom 

day , hardware freedom day , Public interests day , Consumers day , etc  which will lead to supplement 

inventiveness and its legal considerations. 

Above all, the need to make the youth understand how these activities will make them redefine their innovative 

ideas   and convert them into business opportunity. India has 60% of youth population which make for an ample 

of human resources. This can be capitalized through inculcating awareness about intellectual property rights   and 

its global benefits. 

Conclusion 

Thus, creation of awareness about intellectual ideas, innovations and ideas. There is a need for economic 

recovery after COVID -19 pandemic and awareness about Intellectual Property Rights would make small business 

grow stronger, more competitive and resilient production circuits. SMEs are the back bone of national economies 

that make up for a large percentage of job creation which can be fostered through the use of Intellectual Property 

Rights.  Encouraging originality and inventiveness will steer economic recovery and supports creation in 

employment opportunities. 
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